Introduction
Let p = {pk} be a sequence of strictly positive numbers and X = (X,g) an incomplete scminonned complex linear space with the seminorm g and zero 0. In [3] , the following sequence spaces arc defined M{p) = {x = {.r/J € A* : sup g(xk) Ph < oo} , C(p) = {x = {®fc} e A' : sup rj{xk -xk+1) Pk -0, k oo} ,
>1
C(p) = {x = {xk} e X : g(xk -t) p 0, k oo for I <E A'} and denoted the sequence spaccs by C, C, Co namely the spaces of Cauchy sequences, convergent sequences and null sequences respectively defined in X. The object of this paper is to define some new sequence spaces AC(p), ACo(p) and AM(p) in A*. In case A" is complete, these spaces reduce to Ac(p), Aco(p) and Al^ip) respectively (see [1] ). We also give their KotheToeplitz duals and consider some matrix transformations.
For any sequence x = {.t^.}, we write Ax -{At*..}, where Axk = xkWe define the following sets of sequences in A'
Co(p) = = {«it} e A* : g(xky* 0, k -<x>} .
Kothe-Toeplitz duals
Let E C A* be an arbitrary set of sequences x = {.t^.}. By E a , we mean the Kothe-Toeplitz dual of E, i.e. Vk and N > max {1,6'}. Then
Conversely, let a $ B(p). Then for some integer N > 1,
On the same lines as in [2] , proof of (b) and (c) is easily followed.
Matrix transformations
Let E and F be two sets of sequences. Let A = k = 1,2,3,...) be an infinite matrix of complex numbers. We write Ax = (j4n(x)} if
An(x) = ankxk converges for each n. If x £ E => Ax € F, we say that A e (E,F).
In [3] , Pehlivan and Qakar consider the matrices
A G (C(p), E) and A € (C(p), E)
, where E = {e, C, C0} .
In this paper, we characterite the matrices A € (M(p), E).
Some sequence spaces 97
THEOREM 3.1. A G (M(p),C) if and only if
(i) for all integers N > 1 ^^g(a n i;)N { l pk converges uniformly in n, k oo (ii) lim n £ «nfc = exists, k=i (ill) lim n a nk = a k exists for every fixed k. (G(p),C) , and the necessity of (ii) & (iii) follows as in [3] . Now, suppose that (i) is not true, i.e. ]imV'a rifc = a n k hold.
